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ABSTRACT

Faculty of Medicine Hang Tuah University Surabaya’s Building which has areas ±2897.38 m² be function as lecture building. In the construction of the project, structure of column, beam, and slab used cast in situ’s method.

As a alternative innovation of project accelerated construction, so in the final project cast in situ’s method was initially applied is changed into precast half slab and U shell’s method. Then to reach this purpose is needed calculation analysis of time and cost in precast. In the time calculation is used time schedule reference and in the cost calculation is used HSPK 2013 reference.
Based on the results of cost calculation analysis were obtained project implementation cost for the main structure with precast half slab and U shell’s method of Rp 19,952,983,916.10 and for project implementation time for 35 weeks. By this control of time and cost be expected can reach the purpose project accelerated innovation.
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